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Price Updates for
Stems and Floral
Supplies
Stop coming in at 5 AM to get
price lists ready for your sales people

To update pricing we have two different methods
depending on your operation
Stem Pricing
If you are using our inventory control and are tracking
incoming stems, receiving a PO Receiver will update all
pricing.
If you are not tracking incoming stems then we use an
Excel Spreadsheet and our auto price update software.
Floral Supply Pricing
Assuming that you are tracking your supply inventory with
ProTrac for both incoming and outgoing inventory, you would use
our Electronic Price Update program. It takes a Vendors Excel
Pricing File and updates your supply pricing electronically.
If a vendor sends a product with a different price on their Vendor
invoice - if you accept the price, then the PO Receiving Process
will also update your pricing.
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Using ProTrac to Electronically update your Stem prices for all of your Sales People
STEM PRICE UPDATES,
WHEN NOT TRACKING
INCOMING STEMS
Updating Stem Prices and
copying price sheets for
your sales people is a daily
task that can take an hour
or more when done by
hand.
Using the ProTrac Price
Upload Program you can
upload a Stem Product
Line with costs and selling
prices directly into an
EXCEL Document
Changing the cost of just
those stems whose COST
has Changes takes 10 – 15
minutes

It is normally done
3 times a week
1. Run a ProTrac Inventory report for all of your stems
2. Upload to an Excel Document
3. Change the COST of those stems who’s COST has Changed
4. Using ProTrac’s Electronic Pricing Program Upload this Excel Stem Report into ProTrac
5. Tell ProTrac to update all prices (takes 2 seconds)
No more price sheets to create and distribute
All of the sales people will have an electronic price in ProTrac for all stems and for all Floral
Supplies
No one was paid overtime to come in early to get the pricing sheets ready
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Using ProTrac’s Electronic Pricing Program to Auto Update Floral Supply Prices

This Excel Document will have upwards of 25 columns. ProTrac only needs 5 of the columns to
update all of Syndicate’s Pricing. You would take the five columns and using ProTrac’s Electronic
Price Program update 1000’s of items in their catalog in seconds.
ProTrac has a Stock and a Non-Stock field. You would bring in all of the items in the Syndicate
catalog. Now you have the pricing for every item in their catalog. The product can be auto priced
by ProTrac without going to the catalog or to the Syndicate Web Site for the correct pricing
This makes it faster to update pricing and to sell both stock and non-stock products.

We can cover price updates in the inventory section of our ProTrac Webinar
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Floral Supply
Inventory Pricing
Record
In our demonstration of
ProTrac we will show you
how ProTrac arrives at the
price for each of 11 price
levels

This is just the surface
of ProTrac pricing.
We can price a single
item for an individual
customer.
We can price all of
Syndicate for a single
customer.
We can price a class of
product from Syndicate
for a single customer.

A Stem’s Inventory
Pricing Record
You have all of these
pricing options and if you
give permission to your
sales people, they can
negotiate on the phone
with your customer.
We also have a quantity
based pricing option that
is calculated for all
customers or for a single
customer.
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